A reporting, change auditing,
monitoring, and content search solution
for Microsoft Exchange Server, Exchange Online,
and Skype for Business Server

Comprehensive reporting

Real-time change auditing

Get over 450 intuitive reports on various
aspects of your hybrid Exchange environments
and Skype for Business. Generate reports on
objects from more than one server or tenant
simultaneously.

Audit Exchange events and user activities
effortlessly. Track non-owner mailbox access,
mailbox logon activity, changes to mailbox
permissions and server configurations, and
more.

Continuous service monitoring

Instant mailbox content search

Retrieve information about the health and status
of endpoints and services in your Exchange
servers. Monitor Exchange email queues, DAGs,
databases, servers, and more.

Perform pattern, attribute, and keyword
searches in your organization’s Exchange
mailboxes. View email content in HTML format
and download suspicious attachments for
investigation.

With Exchange Reporter Plus, you can
Fetch insights on mailboxes

Analyze Exchange email traffic

Keep a close watch on your organization's

Get complete email traffic statistics for your

mailboxes by tracking size, growth over any

Exchange servers. Stay informed about the

specified period, property changes,

number and size of messages that go in and out

mailbox-enabled users, inactive or hidden

of your organization, email delivery times,

mailboxes, and more.

undelivered emails, and more.

Stay notified about service health

Audit and track mailbox logons

Monitor the health of Exchange Server services

Avoid data loss and policy violations by tracking

and receive immediate notifications when

non-owner accesses to mailboxes. Use the

services start or stop running. Keep track of the

non-business hours filter to narrow down the

status of endpoints, databases, DAGs, storage,

suspicious logins and prevent possible attacks.

and emails too.

Track deleted or moved emails
Locate all the emails that were deleted or moved
from the mailboxes in your organization, right
down to the names of the source and
destination folders. This proves helpful in
recovering the required information immediately.

Create and schedule custom reports
Create your own Exchange reports and audit,
monitoring, and content search schedules. Send
detailed information and alert notifications to all
stakeholders via SMS and email automatically at
the desired intervals.

Other key features
Exclusive compliance reports for SOX, HIPAA,

Customizable dashboard and snippets

PCI, and GLBA

Custom role-based delegation

Audit logs storage for an indefinite period

Audit, monitor, and report on multiple servers

Real-time SMS and email alerts

and tenants

SIEM integration and log forwarding

Two-factor authentication for secure logon

Exchange Reporter Plus is a reporting, change auditing, monitoring, and content search tool for hybrid Exchange
environments and Skype for Business. It features over 450 comprehensive reports on various Exchange objects such
as mailboxes, public folders, and distribution lists, and also on Outlook Web Access and ActiveSync. Configure alerts
in Exchange Reporter Plus for instant notifications on critical changes that require your immediate attention.

